
CHEMISTRY DISTANCE LEARNING 

School Name Aledo High School 

Grade Level Chemistry- Mr. G 

Week of 4/6/20 and 4/13/20 

*All assigned work due by Sunday at midnight on 04/19/2020. 

 

Chemistry  

Week at a Glance 

Objectives for the Week (TEKS): 

12(A) describe the characteristics of alpha, beta, and gamma radioactive decay processes in 

terms of balanced nuclear equations; and 

12(B) compare fission and fusion reactions. 

 

Lesson Frame: 

We will describe the characteristics of alpha, beta, and gamma radioactive decay processes 

in terms of balanced nuclear equations; and compare fission and fusion reactions. (12A,B) 

I will organize information from the notes with a thinking map/frame and short reflective 

writing, 

So that I can describe three different types of radioactive decay in terms of balanced 

nuclear equations and differentiate between nuclear decay reactions, nuclear fission reactions 

and nuclear fusion reactions (by description, properties, images and equations). 

 

Estimated Time to Complete: 4 hours 

Resources Needed: All of these resources may be printed for accessibility. 

 

Lesson Resources: 

Notes 

Equations Practice 

 

Non Digital Resources: 

Packet for Non-Digital Users  

 

Extension Resources: 

pHet Build an Atom- Atomic structure review  

pHet Alpha Decay 

pHet Isotopes and Atomic Mass  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A3AyC-SfY0hA5yK57OTtwAzi1Gqx1Zvv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A0sHIuUIrrCd0kaNUmtbHXfo6OPPXvxW/view?usp=sharing
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-an-atom
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/alpha-decay
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/isotopes-and-atomic-mass


 

 

 

 

Materials Needed: 

Computer (if applicable) 

Science notebook 

pen/pencil -Color pencils or markers 

Lesson Delivery (What do we want you to learn?): 

1. Define radioactive decay 

2. Explain why an unstable nuclide will undergo radioactive decay. 

3. Describe the three types of radioactive decay in terms of balanced nuclear equations. 

4. Identify fission and fusion reactions. 

5. Describe nuclear equations for fission and fusion reactions. 

6. Differentiate between nuclear decay reactions, nuclear fission reactions and nuclear 

fusion reactions (by description, properties, images and equations). 

Engage and Practice (What do we want you to do?): 

1. Collect all the resources and materials, before you begin. 

2. Watch Video #1 - “The 3 Types of Radiation/Guided Practice for Balancing nuclear 

Equations” - Posted in Classroom                                                       

3. Complete the first thinking map and writing in your notebook.  

4. Complete Nuclear Equation Handout  

5. Watch Video #2 – “Fission vs Fusion” - Posted in Classroom 

6. Complete the second thinking map and writing in your science notebook.  

            *Thinking maps, writing, and equation work should go in your notebook* 

7. Upload pictures of your work to Google classroom. 

8. Complete the Nuclear Chemistry Project, located in Google Classroom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Create and Submit (What do we want you to turn in?): 

 

❏ Developed Thinking Map and Critical Writing Assignment– “3 Types of Radiation”-Turn 

picture into Google Classroom 

❏ Completed Worksheet – “The Nucleus –Radioactivity”- Turn Picture into Google 

Classroom 

❏ Developed Thinking Map and Critical Writing Assignment on “Fission vs Fusion”- Turn 

picture into Google Classroom  

❏ Completed Nuclear Chemistry Project that is located in Google Classroom- Turn into 

Google Classroom 

 

 

Optional Extension Opportunity (What do we want you to do if you want to extend your 

learning?): 

Making invisible concepts visible: pHet labs 

pHet Build an Atom- Atomic structure review  

pHet Alpha Decay 

pHet Isotopes and Atomic Mass  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1A0sHIuUIrrCd0kaNUmtbHXfo6OPPXvxW/view?usp=sharing
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-an-atom
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/alpha-decay
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/isotopes-and-atomic-mass


 

Learning Target: 
I can describe the characteristics of alpha, beta and gamma radiation. 

Criteria for Success: 
I can define radioactive decay. 
I can explain why an unstable nuclide will undergo radioactive decay. 
I can describe 3 different types of radioactive decay in terms of balanced nuclear 
equations. 

 

The Nucleus: 
A. In nuclear chemistry, an atom is referred to as a Nuclide and identified by number 

of protons and neutrons.  In nuclear chemistry the focus is on the nucleus of the 
atom.   

1.  Nuclides are represented in one of the two following ways: 
 

  

       Carbon – 12                     OR                  

           

 

 
B. What is known as the “strong” nuclear force acts on subatomic particles that are 

extremely close together.  This force overcomes the electrostatic repulsion 
between protons and holds the nucleus together! 

C. The stability of the nucleus is largely dependent upon the ratio of protons to 
neutrons in the nucleus.  

1. For smaller elements, the optimum ratio is 1:1. 
2. As elements become larger, the optimum ratio becomes closer to 1:1.5   

 
Radioactive Decay 

A. An unstable nuclide is also known as a radioactive nuclide.  A radioactive nuclide 
will undergo radioactive decay in order to form a more stable nuclide. 

1. Radioactive decay is the spontaneous disintegration of a nucleus into a 
slightly lighter nucleus, accompanied by the emission of particles, 
electromagnetic radiation or both! 

                       There are 3 Types of Radioactive Decay: 
                              Alpha Decay (α) 

1. In alpha emission (α), and alpha particle, which is two protons and 
two neutrons bound together, is emitted from the nucleus. 

a. Restricted almost entirely to heavy nuclei.  (Too Heavy) 
b.  Alpha particles have relatively LOW penetrating power and 

can be stopped by a single sheet of paper! 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



             
                             Beta Decay (β) 

1.  If a neutron is converted to a proton and an electron and the 
electron is emitted from the nucleus, the electron that is emitted is 
known as a beta particle! 

a.  Occurs when a nuclide has too many neutrons to be stable. 
b. Beta particles have intermediate penetrating power and 

can  
be stopped with a sheet of aluminum foil or plastic! 

 

 

 

                                 Gamma Decay (ϒ) 
1.  In gamma emission, high-energy electromagnetic waves are 

emitted from the nucleus as it changes from an excited state to 
a ground energy state. 

a.  Usually occurs immediately following other types of 
decay. 

b. Gamma rays have HIGH penetrating power and require 
thick sheets of lead and concrete to be significantly 
reduced. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In Summary:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Assignment:  Complete the Thinking Map below:  You may use the notes as a 
source but also must use the 2 PHET programs links below: 
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-an-atom  Review on Parts of an Atom 
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/isotopes-and-atomic-mass Isotopes/Atomic Mass 
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/alpha-decay Nuclear Decay/Half Life 
 

So What?                                    
 

                                      3  Types  of  Radioactive   Decay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So Why? 
 
Critical Writing:  What distinguishes a nuclear reaction from an ordinary 
chemical reaction?  What are the three types of radioactive decay and what are the 
similarities and differences between them?  How harmful are these types of 
radiation? 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/build-an-atom
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/isotopes-and-atomic-mass
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/legacy/alpha-decay
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GUIDED PRACTICE:  In the instructional video, you will learn how nuclear equations show “transmutations” of 
one kind of nucleus into another!  Your teacher will demonstrate how to complete and balance the following 
equations.  You will also be able to indicate the type of nuclear decay based on the particle that is emitted. 
 
                                                             (α)               (β)                  (ϒ)                                         Which  
                                                          Alpha           Beta           Gamma                             Type of decay 
 
 

1.                                                              +      ____________________                    _______________________                                                                       
 
 
 
 

2.                                          +      ____________________                    _______________________                                                                       
 
 

 

 

3.                                           +      ____________________                    _______________________                                                                       
 
 
 
SPACE FOR NOTES:   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Essential  Question:  How is a nuclear equation balanced?___________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Assignment: Check Google Classroom or scroll down for an assignment called “The 
Nucleus – Radioactivity”.  Complete this worksheet using your notes and journal notes 
taken from your teacher during the video lesson!  Don’t forget our office hours if you need 
help ok!!  Your teacher will let you know how you will turn this lesson in to them! 



 

Fission and Fusion 
A.  When the nuclei of certain isotopes are bombarded with neutrons the nuclei split into 

smaller fragments.  This process is called fission! 
1.  During nuclear fission additional neutrons are released and cause the fission of 

other atoms. 
2. In a chain reaction, some of the emitted neutrons react with other fissionable 

atoms, which emit neutrons that react with still more fissionable atoms. 
3. Nuclear fission releases enormous amounts of energy!!! 
4. Fission occurs in nuclear weapons and nuclear power plants. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
B.  Fusion occurs when nuclei combine to produce a nucleus of greater mass. 

1.  Fusion reactions, in which small nuclei combine, release much more energy that 
fission reactions, in which large nuclei are split and form smaller nuclei. 

2. Fusion only occurs at very high temperature. 
3. Fusion reactions occur in stars (our sun included) and the hydrogen bomb. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Learning Target: 
I can compare fusion and fission reactions. 

Criteria for Success: 
I can identify fission and fusion reactions. 
I can describe nuclear equations for fission and fusion reactions. 
I can differentiate between nuclear decay reactions, nuclear fission reactions and nuclear fusion 
reactions (by description, properties, images and equations). 



Thinking Map:   Develop a thinking map that demonstrates both the similarities and differences 
between nuclear fission reactions and nuclear fusion reactions!  Make sure that you include a “So 
What?” and a “So Why?” in your map!  Be as detailed as possible and give examples of these types 
of reactions! 
 
So What?                                                                                                  Sources used: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
So Why? 
 

 

Critical Writing:  How are fission reactions different from fusion reactions?_____________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Student Checklist:  I Will complete the following assignments by April 19th at midnight. 

___  Nuclear Chemistry Research Project  

___  Watched Video #1 - “The 3 Types of Radiation/Guided Practice for Balancing nuclear Equations” 

___  Developed Thinking Map/ Critical Writing – “3 Types of Radiation”  

___  Completed Worksheet – “The Nucleus –Radioactivity” 

___  Watched Video #2 – “Fission vs Fusion” 

___  Developed Thinking Map/Critical Writing Assignment on “Fission vs Fusion”  

___  Relevance Critical Writing Assignment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Relevance:  So that I can….. 
You have each completed a project that described a “nuclear event” in history. What are some modern uses of 
nuclear reactions?  Predict what you as a voter (when you turn of age) may be faced with in your future and your 
own family’s future in regards to nuclear energy.  Write an argument for the pros and cons of using nuclear 
energy!  Is it really a “clean” energy since it’s waste is radioactive?  Cost effective?  Make an argument for the 
continued use of nuclear energy as a responsible voter. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



 

Name ____________________________________ 

Period ___   Date ___/___/___ 

 

24  The Nucleus – Radioactivity 

N U C L E A R  E Q U A T I O N S  

Write “isotopic symbols” for:         Example: 
238

92 U 

alpha,   beta,   gamma,   positron,   neutron, n 

         

 

Nuclear Change:                          ___  ___      ___  ___ 

 

Complete these nuclear reactions: 

1. 
238

92 U    
234

90 Th  +   ( ___________ decay) 

 

2. 
234

90 Th    
234

91 Pa  +   ( ___________ decay) 

 

3. 
234

91 Pa         +  
4

2 He ( alpha decay) 

 

4. 
220

86 Rn         +  
4

2 He ( alpha decay) 

 

5. 
216

84 Po         +  
0

1 e ( beta decay) 

 

6. 
14

6 C    
14

7 N  +   ( ___________ decay) 

 

7. 
210

83 Bi      +   ( beta decay) 

 



8. 
1

0 n  +  
10

5 B         +  
4

2 He ( neutron bombardment w/alpha emission) 

 

9. 
23

12
Mg       +     + 

0

0  ( positron decay w/gamma emission) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name: ________________________________________  Period: ______  Date: _____________________ 



 

Nuclear Chemistry Research Project 

Lucky You!  You are going to research a Nuclear Topic individually!  Here’s what’s up…  

 

Project Synopsis: 

 You will choose one of the following options to research for your creative project. 

 Your project can be a –  

o Piktochart or poster 

o video 

o PowerPoint or Prezi presentation 

o skit 

 The information that MUST be included is – 

o Who?   

 If you are researching an individual, tell us about them.  What were they like?  If 

you are researching an object or event, who were the people involved? 

o What? 

 If you are researching an object or event…what was it?  Tell us how it came about 

and some of the history of it. 

o Where? 

 Where did the event occur?  Where was the person from?  Where did they conduct 

their research? 

o When? 

 When did it occur?  When was it discovered?  When did the person live?  When did 

they conduct their research?  What was going on during that time in the world? 

o Scientific significance?  

 Why do we care?  Did it/they change the world?  Did it/they change science? 

o At least 5-10 interesting facts about the subject(s) you researched 

o Resources Properly Cited…NO WIKIPEDIA! 

 

 Research Options 

Ernest Rutherford  Eben McBurney Byers  Soviet Submarine K-19 

Niels Bohr    Nuclear Fission vs. Fusion  Three Mile Island 

Erwin Schrodinger  Higgs Boson    Subatomic Particles 

Max Planck   The Radium Girls   Hiroshima & Nagasaki 

Pierre and/or Marie Curie Radithor    The Manhattan Project 

      Nuclear Weapons                       Hydrogen Bomb                              Bikini Atoll 

                Oak Ridge, TN                           Uranium-235                                   Nuclear Medicine 

                Chernobyl                                  Trinity Project                                Fat Man/Little Boy 

                J. Robert Oppenheimer              Nuclear Power Plants                      Shinkolobwe Mine 

Don’t forget to include 
lots and lots and lots of 

pictures! 
 



 Please be sure you clear your ideas through teacher before you get started!   I am looking 

forward to what you come up with! Each person must do their own individual project, you may not 

choose a topic that your friends or people you sit with have already chosen.  

 

 

Grading 

 

 

 Who/What (Who was involved?  What was the project)   10% 

 Where/When         10% 

 Creativity, Neatness, and Accuracy     10% 

 Details (History, Relation to Chemistry)     30% 

 How did it change or contribute to science or the world?  30% 

 Resources/References properly cited     10% 

____ 

100% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Notes for Non-Digital Learners 

Radiation 

Radiation is the phenomenon that occurs when energy 
travels and is transmitted in particles or waves. In 
general, the radiation emitted by an element can be 
characterized as alpha, beta, or gamma radiation. 

 

 

 

● Alpha radiation consists of helium nuclei (two 

protons and two neutrons), a +2 charge, and little 
penetrating power. Alpha particles interact heavily 
with substances. Even a thin piece of paper could 
stop its traveling. Thus, it cannot travel through 
tissues of human body. 

 

 

 

 

Alpha decay occurs when an atomic nucleus emits an 
alpha particle, which results in the transformation of an 
atom to one with a mass number 4 less and an atomic 
number that is 2 less. An example is the alpha decay of 
plutonium-240 into uranium-236. The alpha decay 
process results in nuclear transmutation, which is the 
creation of an atom of a new element. 

 

 

 

 



● Beta radiation consists of electron particles with a -1 charge and greater penetrating power. 
The beta particles consist of energetic electrons. They can travel through paper, but not 
through an aluminum plate. 

 

Beta decay occurs when the neutron-to-proton ratio is too great in the nucleus, causing instability. 
The result is the transformation of a neutron into a proton and an electron. An example is the beta 
decay of carbon-14 into nitrogen-14. Beta decay also results in nuclear transmutation. 

 

● Gamma radiation consists of high-energy photons with a neutral charge and very high 
penetrating power. Gamma rays are difficult to stop due to their high levels of energy. You 
might have seen a very thick lead door at a radiology department in a hospital. The lead door 
stops gamma radiation, although some rays may still be able to penetrate the door. 

 

Gamma decay does not result in nuclear transmutation. Instead, gamma decay occurs when the 
energy contained within the nucleus of an atom is too high. The result is the reduction of the energy 
state and the emission of a high energy photon. An example of gamma decay is the release of a 
gamma photon from an unstable He-3 atom. 



 

Radiation Penetration 

Each type of radiation varies in its ability to penetrate matter. 

 

Balanced Nuclear Reaction Equation 

Equations can be written to represent the reactants and products in a nuclear reaction during alpha 
emissions, beta emissions, or transmutation. Coefficients are used to indicate the numbers of each 
reactant and product to create a balanced equation for any nuclear reaction. In this way, nuclear 
reactions are like chemical reactions. To balance equations for nuclear reactions, one needs to know 
the atomic numbers and mass numbers of the atomic symbols representing nuclei. The equation is 
balanced if the sum of the mass numbers and atomic numbers are equal on both sides of the 
equation. 

The conservation laws will be needed to carry out the equation balancing, such as conservation of 
mass, conservation of energy, and conservation of electric charge. That is, if an atom loses mass, the 
lost mass should appear in another equivalent form, as either mass or energy. 

 

Nuclear Fission 



Nuclear fission occurs when large, unstable atoms (usually isotopes of uranium and plutonium) are 
split by a neutron into smaller, more stable atoms. During this process, huge amounts of energy are 
generated. 

 

Nuclear Fusion 

Nuclear fusion is the opposite of fission. Nuclear fusion occurs when smaller atoms fuse together to 
form larger, more stable atoms. The sunshine we enjoy every day comes from the nuclear fusion that 
occurs in the Sun millions of miles away. Another example includes the hydrogen bomb. The reaction 
that occurs is based on nuclear fusion, which releases even more energy than a fission bomb. 

 

 


